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Privacy Policy 
 

Who are we and what do we do with your personal data? 
The Company Data Controller of your personal data is MVB Italy S.r.l. Vocabolo Bocca di Rigo SC Marsciano 06072 (PG) VAT number 
03706440546 Telephone: +39 075 878 3001 - E-mail privacy@beautythinkers.com , henceforth Data Controller, protects the 
confidentiality of your personal data and guarantees to them the necessary protection from any event that could put them at risk of 
violation. 

To this end, the Data Controller puts into practice policies and practices regarding the collection and use of personal data and the 
exercise of the rights recognized by the applicable legislation. The Data Controller takes care to update the policies and practices 
adopted for the protection of personal data whenever this becomes necessary and in any case in the event of regulatory and 
organizational changes that may affect the processing of your personal data. 

What data and for what does the Data Controller collect them? 
The Data Controller collects and / or receives information about you of different types: 
 

1. Navigation data; 
2. Data communicated by the user; 
3. Cookies and other tracking systems; 
 

Browsing data, such as the IP address and the pages visited, are automatically collected while browsing this site; they are used by 
the Owner for the management of the site itself and for its security. The Data Controller processes, also through its suppliers, your 
personal, IT or traffic data collected or obtained in the case of services displayed on the website to an extent strictly necessary and 
proportionate to guarantee the security and capacity of a network or servers. connected to it to resist, at a given level of security, 
unforeseen events or illegal or malicious acts that compromise the availability, authenticity, integrity and confidentiality of personal 
data stored or transmitted. 
 
For these purposes, the Data Controller provides procedures for managing the breach of personal data (data breach). 
 
The data communicated by the user through the compilation of forms on the site entail the acquisition of the sender's contact 
details, necessary to reply, as well as all personal data included in the communication. Specific information will be published on the 
pages of the Data Controller's sites prepared for data collection (Forms). 
 
The methods of use of Cookies are described in the Cookies Policy. 
 
Social buttons 
On the sites of the owner there are special "buttons" (called "social buttons / widgets") that depict the icons of social networks (eg. 
Facebook, Instagram, Linkedin). These buttons allow users who are browsing the sites to interact with a "click" directly with the 
social networks and other websites depicted therein. In this case, the social network and other websites acquire data relating to 
the user's visit, while the Data Controller will not share any navigation information or user data acquired through its site with social 
networks and other accessible websites. thanks to Social buttons / widgets 
 
What happens if you don't provide your data? 
Browsing data are automatically acquired when accessing the site. Visiting the site without releasing navigation data is not possible. 
With regard to cookies, we invite you to read the consequences deriving from the deselection of individual cookies, as reported in 
the cookie policy. Finally, with regard to the data communicated directly by the user through the contact forms, please refer to the 
information issued within the forms themselves. 
 
How and Where 
I tuoi dati personali verranno trattati all’interno dell’Unione Europea attraverso strumenti informatici/ manuali per i quali abbiamo 
provveduto ad applicare adeguate misure di sicurezza e con l’ausilio di nostri collaboratori all’uopo debitamente autorizzati e formati. 
Resta in ogni caso inteso che il Titolare, ove si rendesse necessario, avrà facoltà di spostare i server anche extra-UE. In tal caso, il 
Titolare assicura sin d’ora che il trasferimento dei dati extra-UE avverrà in conformità alle disposizioni di legge applicabili, ad esempio 
attraverso l’adozione delle clausole contrattuali standard previste dalla Commissione Europea che assicurano un adeguato livello di 
protezione dei dati personali anche al di fuori della UE. 
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How much time 
The Data Controller processes the data relating to the access logs to the site for a maximum of 7 days. As regards the data relating 
to cookies, please refer to the Cookies Policy. With regard to the data communicated directly by the user through the contact 
forms, it is possible to learn the retention times by consulting the information issued within the forms themselves. 
 
What are your rights? 
Basically you, at any time and free of charge and without special charges and formalities for your request, can: 
 

- obtain confirmation of the processing carried out by the Data Controller; 
- access your personal data and know its origin (when the data are not obtained from you directly), the purposes and 

purposes of the processing, the data of the subjects to whom they are communicated, the retention period of your data 
or the criteria useful to determine it; 

- update or rectify your personal data so that they are always accurate and accurate; 
- delete your personal data from the Data Controller's databases and / or archives, including backups, in the event, among 

others, in which they are no longer necessary for the purposes of the processing or if this is assumed to be illegal, and 
always if they exist the conditions required by law; and in any case if the processing is not justified by another equally 
legitimate reason; 

- limit the processing of your personal data in certain circumstances, for example where you have contested its accuracy, 
for the period necessary for the Data Controller to verify its accuracy. You must also be informed, within a reasonable 
time, of when the suspension period has been completed or the cause of the limitation of the processing has ceased, and 
therefore the limitation itself has been revoked; 

- obtain your personal data, if received or processed by the Data Controller with your consent and / or if their processing 
takes place on the basis of a contract and with automated tools, in electronic format also in order to transmit them to 
another data controller. 

- The Data Controller must proceed in this sense without delay and, in any case, at the latest within one month of receiving 
your request. The deadline can be extended by two months, if necessary, taking into account the complexity and number 
of requests received by the Data Controller. In such cases, the Data Controller, within one month of receiving your 
request, will inform you and will inform you of the reasons for the extension. 
 

For any further information and in any case to send your request you must contact the Data Controller a 
privacy@beautythinkers.com. 
 
How and when can you object to the processing of your personal data? 
For reasons relating to your particular situation, you can object to the processing of your personal data at any time if it is based on 
legitimate interest, by sending your request to the Data Controller, at the address privacy@montevibiano.it. 
You have the right to have your personal data deleted if there is no legitimate reason overriding the one that gave rise to your 
request. 
 
Who can you lodge a complaint with? 
Without prejudice to any other administrative or judicial action, you can lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority for the 
protection of personal data, unless you reside or do your work in another Member State. In the latter case, or in the one in which the 
violation of the legislation on the protection of personal data occurs in another EU country, the competence to receive and know the 
complaint will be of the supervisory authorities established therein. 
 
Each update of this information will be communicated to you promptly and by appropriate means and the same will be 
communicated to you if the Company will proceed with the processing of your data for purposes other than those referred to in this 
information. 


